GAMEDAY DISTRIBUTION

Please return completed form to: maxwellm@missouri.edu or mail to 305 Jesse Hall, Columbia, MO 65211 573-882-7255. Please submit request not less than two weeks in advance to allow sufficient time to obtain the necessary approvals.

Date (of application): ______________________

This will serve as approval to distribute ___________________________ at home (items being distributed)

games on ___________________________.

(date)

By signing, I agree to adhere to the following terms & conditions:

Distribution shall be made only to pedestrian traffic, and distribution to vehicular traffic is prohibited.

Distribution shall be confined to those areas described below, with the University reserving the right to change the location of distribution if distribution unreasonably impedes or interferes with the normal flow of vehicular traffic and pedestrian traffic to and from athletic events.

Approval is granted for distribution only and not for the sales or solicitation of anything as per Business Policy and Procedure section 6:054

A non-University publication is any written or digitally produced material that is not officially published by the University or by a University-recognized student organization. This includes leaflets, handbills, and other types of written or digitally produced materials.

Distribution of non-University publications is permissible outside and inside buildings if the following criteria are met:

1) The material does not state or imply that it is connected with the University of Missouri.

2) Distribution of materials does not constitute a violation of applicable state or federal laws.

3) Outside: Materials are not distributed from unmanned receptacles or left in unmanned piles (e.g., leaflets left on vehicles are prohibited).

Permittee will assist the University in controlling any litter.

__________________________________________________  ______________________
Signature                                      Name (printed)

__________________________________________________
Phone # to contact during distribution

Designated Areas for Distribution of Information
At Football & Basketball Games (See attached map)

1) North end of the tunnel which runs under Stadium Boulevard
2) South side of entryway to lot “D” from the primary road South Providence Road which lot “D” is located on the west side of South Providence Road
3) Southwest corner & southeast corner of the intersection of the streets known as Champions Drive and Mick Deaver Drive which intersection lies southeast of the football stadium and southwest of Hearnes Center
4) Southwest corner of Mick Deaver Drive and Stadium Boulevard.
5) Either side of air-conditioning unit on East side of Hearnes Center

If Questions, while at the site, please contact a University Police Officer.
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